
Risin� IB Junior�
Summer Assignment�

M�. Michalsk� - tracie.michalski@ocps.net

JOIN THE CLASS REMIND @3ekcb36

ASSIGNMENTS MUST BE COMPLETED ON A GOOGLE DOC CREATED USING YOUR
SCHOOL ACCOUNT. Pdfs and Word documents will not be accepted.

All assignments are due Thursday, August 12th. This is an advanced notice assignment and you
are expected to have it turned in ON TIME.

1. Read and outline selected chapters of How To Read Literature Like A Professor by
Thomas C. Foster

(feel free to read the rest of the chapters-- but these are the required ones)
• Chapter One: Every Trip is a Quest (Except When It’s Not)
• Chapter Two: Nice to Eat With You: Acts of Communion
• Chapter Nine: It’s more than just rain or snow
• Chapter Twelve: Is That a Symbol?
• Chapter Fourteen: Yes, She’s a Christ Figure, Too
Chapter Eighteen: If She Comes Up, It’s Baptism
• Chapter Nineteen: Geography Matters…
• Chapter Twenty: …So Does Season

2. AFTER reading Foster, read the first chapter of F. Scott Fitgerald’s The Great Gatsby.
a. Write a paragraph analyzing the first chapter using what you learned from

Foster. You are not expected to reference every single chapter you outlined (It is
only a paragraph!) just the ones that are potentially relevant. I say potentially,
because you have only read the first chapter and your understanding may
change as you continue reading.

b. Write a paragraph (again-- just a paragraph!) Analyzing the character of Nick.
Don't just describe him, but make a claim about him- something you can defend.
That is your thesis. Underline it. Then prove your point with specific evidence
from the text

3. Read “Mrs. Midas” by Carol Ann Duffy. Copy the poem onto your google doc.
a. Annotate the poem (using whatever strategy you have been taught)



b. Write a paragraph analyzing Mrs. Midas’s complex attitude towards her husband.
Underline your thesis and be sure to provide evidence.

poem: https://www.scottishpoetrylibrary.org.uk/poem/mrs-midas/

FAQ�

Q- M�! Wher� ca� I fin� th� book�?
A- Amazon, your favorite brick and mortar bookstore, thriftbooks.com, the internet

Q- M�! Wha� supplie� wil� I nee� n�� year?
A- Required: paper, pencils, pens, some type of folder (can be shared with other classes) and
an agenda (this can be a physical agenda or a digital one such as mystudylife.com)
Recommended: highlighters and colored pencils (6 colors)

Q- M�! I ca�’� acces� th� summer assignmen�!
A- make sure you are signed in using your ocps credentials.

Q- M�! Yo� gav� m� � poe� an� I a� freakin� ou�! Wha� d� yo� mea� “annotat�”?
A- First, don’t panic. Analyzing poetry is fun. I want to see what you can do with it.. Second, you
may want to join me during a summer TEAMS workshop on annotations. Make sure you join
REMIND for details (date TBA)

I’� lookin� forwar� t� � grea� year!
M�. TMa�

https://www.scottishpoetrylibrary.org.uk/poem/mrs-midas/

